
	  

	  
 
 
Disclaimer:  These notes were taken by volunteers and they are not for 
quotation.  Thank you for your understanding. 	  
 
Keeping Food on the Government Agenda 
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Key Messages from presenters: Representatives of BC Government 
 
Making the Connections: Food Security and Public Health was a pivotal document. A public health 
alliance was being formed. SARS brought along a public health renewal in BC. There was recognition 
that there needed to be programs around public health, and there was a push for food security to be 
its own core program. Healthy eating is embedded in Healthy Living, but Food Security is its own core 
program. The 2010 Olympics were also a big lever around public health. ActNow BC, a wellness 
strategy, was created. Some money went to food security as a result. 
 
This is how community food security gained focus in BC. ActNow BC was a way to work across 
government and across society toward achieving public health goals. The BC school fruit and 
vegetable program was created to increase healthy eating behaviours, which it has done, and has 
also propped up the produce industry in BC. The farmers’ market assistance program helped farmers’ 
markets partner with communities to provide low-income people with farmers’ market coupons, and 47 
communities and over 650 farmers are now involved across the province. The Produce Availability 
Initiative in Remote Communities aims to get more fresh produce into Northern communities. 
Advancing food security and food safety has been identified as vital to promoting public health.  
 
The current Healthy Eating Strategy is a result of multi-stakeholder consultations (input from over 
1,700 individuals). Improving food security in the province was highlighted as a priority. It has a 
collaborative, cross-provincial approach. A leadership council has been formed to create on-the-
ground action groups. Food security networks are instrumental to getting the word out about these 
initiatives and to work on advocacy.  
 
The goal now is to work on cross-provincial collaboration, as this focus has recently been cut. There 
are significant food insecurity challenges, and it is difficult to talk to the provincial government about 
this. It is difficult to grapple with this – BC will be the only province in the country without a poverty 
reduction strategy.  
 
Insights: Tie your ask to provincial goals, become friends with government representatives, connect 
with bureaucrats – find your internal ally, partner and ally with other groups, have your elevator speech 
ready. 
 
Discussion Highlights 
 
Concern around government investment in feel-good projects, but there is a need for quantitative 
measurement of the outcomes of our work. Governments want this. We need to work around research 
on health indicators. We need to look at collective impact models to really understand our influence. In 
Northern France, they’ve started to use hybrid forums to see impact across sectors.  
 



How do we work across levels of government?  
 
It is important to look at collective impact as an action tool in order to scale up our work.  
 
 


